Otto, Paul N., Annie I. Anton, and David L. Baumer, “The ChoicePoint Dilemma: How Data Brokers Should Handle the Privacy of Personal Information,” *IEEE Privacy and Security*

Last year was marked by a significant increase in the number of security and privacy breaches disclosed to the public. Leading the charge was ChoicePoint, a data broker that suffered fraudulent access to its vast databases of personal information. ChoicePoint and other data brokers exist in a largely unregulated environment, in which there appears to be little concern for the security and privacy of the personal information they store on virtually every U.S. citizen. In this paper we examine the details of ChoicePoint’s data breach. Our analysis explores what went wrong from the perspective of consumers and executives as well as policy and IT systems. Based on our study, we provide eight specific recommendations for information traders and system designers, and discuss what consumers can do to manage the risk of identity theft.

Robert Handfield


Working collaboratively with suppliers is increasingly cited as a ‘best practice’ in product development. The importance of sharing knowledge between buyer and supplier in this context has been well recognized, although comparatively little research exists on the inter-organizational socialization mechanisms that facilitate it. Our research proposes and tests a theoretical model of the impact of formal and informal socialization mechanisms on the level of knowledge sharing within inter-organizational product development projects, and the subsequent effect on buyer firm performance. Results from our study of 111 manufacturing organizations in the United Kingdom largely support our hypotheses. We find that informal socialization mechanisms (e.g. communication guidelines, social events) play an important role in facilitating inter-organizational knowledge sharing, while formal socialization mechanisms (e.g. cross-functional teams, matrix reporting structures) act indirectly through informal socialization to influence knowledge sharing. Our results also show that inter-organizational knowledge sharing is positively associated with supplier contribution to development outcomes, which in turn, improves buyer product development performance, and ultimately, financial performance. We encourage product development managers to build social ties between inter-organizational development teams in order to increase the flow of knowledge, and improve both product development outcomes and financial performance.

Craighead, Chris; Blackhurst, Jennifer; Handfield, Robert; Runghasaman, Manus “The Severity of Supply Chain Disruptions: Design Characteristics and Mitigation Capabilities,” *Decision Sciences*

Supply chain disruptions and the associated operational and financial risks represent the most pressing concern facing firms that compete in today’s global marketplace. Extant research has not only confirmed the costly nature of supply chain disruptions but has also contributed relevant
insights on such related issues as supply chain risks, vulnerability, resilience, and continuity. In this conceptual note, we focus on a relatively unexplored issue, asking and answering the question of how and why one supply chain disruption would be more severe than another. In doing so, we argue, de facto, that supply chain disruptions are unavoidable and, as a consequence, that all supply chains are inherently risky. Employing a multiple-method, multiple-source empirical research design, we derive novel insights, presented as six propositions that relate the severity of supply chain disruptions (i) to the three supply chain design characteristics of density, complexity, and node criticality and (ii) to the two supply chain mitigation capabilities of recovery and warning. These findings not only augment existing knowledge related to supply chain risk, vulnerability, resilience, and business continuity planning but also call into question the wisdom of pursuing such practices as supply base reduction, global sourcing, and sourcing from supply clusters.

Duncan Holthausen

Duncan Holthausen and Fanis Tsoulouhas, “The Good, the Bad and the Ugly: Agent Behavior and Efficiency in Open and Closed Organizations.” *Economic Theory*

Current literature has largely ignored the fact that some organizations are highly selective when admitting new agents while others are more open. In addition, some organizations audit or sort agent behavior within the organization more aggressively than others. One might expect *a priori* that closed, highly selective, organizations would always be more efficient because they screen out the worst types, which could lead to better agent behavior. We show that this is not the case. Specifically, when agent behavior in equilibrium is uniform across organizations (i.e., when the number of agents behaving the same way is identical), closed organizations are inefficient. However, when agent behavior varies across organizations, closed organizations may or may not be inefficient, depending on net payoffs to the organization and the agents. Our analysis implies that organizations should choose the open type when screening or sorting costs are high, when there is a high frequency of good agent types in the population, when agent misbehavior does not reduce output significantly, and when penalties for misbehavior are large.

Sangkil Moon


This study addresses a problem commonly encountered by marketers who attempt to assess the impact of their sales promotions: the lack of data on competitive marketing activity. In most industries, competing firms may have competitive sales data from syndicated services or trade organizations, but seldom have access to data on competitive promotions at the customer level. Promotion response models in the literature either have ignored competitive promotions focusing on the focal firm’s promotions and sales response or have considered the ideal situation where the analyst has access to full information about each firm’s sales and promotion activity. The authors propose a random-coefficients hidden Markov promotion response model, which takes the unobserved promotion level by competitors as a latent variable driven by a Markov process to be estimated simultaneously with the promotion response model. This allows them to estimate cross-promotion effects by imputing the level of competitive promotions. First, the authors test the proposed model on synthetic data through a Monte Carlo experiment. Then, they apply and test the model to actual prescription and sampling data from two main competing pharmaceutical firms in the same therapeutic category. The two tests show that, in comparison with several benchmark models, the proposed random-coefficients hidden Markov model (HMM) successfully imputes unobserved competitive promotions and, accordingly, reduces biases in the own and
cross promotion parameters. Furthermore, the proposed model provides better predictive validity than the benchmark models.


Consumers tend to prefer brands with high market shares, but not always. We investigate where advantages and disadvantages for high-share brands arise. Specifically, we identify factors that influence the choice of high-share vs. low-share brands among various product and consumer characteristics related to brand-share perceptions. Furthermore, using 8 product categories varying in terms of purchase decision involvement, we show how the influencing factors vary across the categories. At the general level that cover all the 8 categories, our hierarchical Bayesian regressions analysis shows that factors that favor high-share brands are purchase decision involvement, search goods, experience goods, price–quality relationship, positive network externalities, and price–prestige beliefs. Conversely, consumers who value variety seeking and need for uniqueness favor low-share brands. The effects of these factors, however, vary across product categories. The identification of these characteristics will help brand managers establish a more effective brand-share strategy in such areas as setting an optimal market share goal, extending a brand, and developing ad copy.

It is important to understand different consumer segments and how each segment uniquely behaves in the choice between HSB and LSB. Our segmentation analysis using the latent class methodology demonstrates the general market has two distinct segments – (1) a HSB segment (86%) composed of HSB buyers and (2) a LSB segment (14%) composed of LSB buyers. The two segments are also shown to have different significant factors that explain their brand choice. Our segmentation analysis can help marketers establish a marketing strategy that targets a specific segment of interest.

**Fay Payton**


While Sub-Sahara African women have historically assumed the roles of both housewives and subsistence farmers, they have had few opportunities to participate in the modern economies of the region. However, this trend is changing with the exponential growth of information and communications technologies (ICT), giving many Sub-Sahara African women access to computers, the Internet and other related technologies. Based on the work of a four-member research team from Kenya and the US, this paper examines the integration of female college students into the formal ICT work sector in Kenya. We do so by examining major bottlenecks and enablers to such integration from historical and contemporary perspectives. Using an interpretive approach, we conducted thirty-two interviews with women in an ICT program offered by a university in Kenya. Our findings indicate that women were highly optimistic, embracing ICT as a practical mechanism for achieving entry into the labor market. However, they perceived significant structural barriers, such as public policies that failed to facilitate the development of the ICT sector, gender discrimination by employers, and training that provided them with insufficient technical skills to enable them to effectively perform in the workplace. These findings largely confirm the gendered perspectives found in similar studies conducted in other countries. However, what appear as global perspectives are informed by the local causes.

**Fanis Tsoulouhas**

Duncan Holthausen and Fanis Tsoulouhas, “The Good, the Bad and the Ugly: Agent Behavior and Efficiency in Open and Closed Organizations.” *Economic Theory*
Abstract reported above

Jack Wilson


Abstract: During the 1790s, European investors began to purchase substantial quantities of US government and corporate securities. A number of these securities were traded in markets on both sides of the Atlantic. Based on market price quotations we compiled for the same securities in London and New York, we ask if these trans-Atlantic securities became integrated. We find little evidence of market integration before 1816, and substantial evidence of it thereafter. Financial globalization—the convergence of financial asset prices in markets on different continents—began earlier than most have suspected.
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